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Is comedian Reginald D Hunter the Barry White of
comedy? Like soul music’s Whale of Lurve, Hunter seems
to have the ladies constantly on his mind. ‘I love gigging up
north. I was in Liverpool and it’s one of the few places where
consistently gorgeous women are also very friendly.’
But romance in the UK isn’t quite the same as it is in his
home state of Georgia. ‘Here so much is presumed. In the US,
you ask: “Are you my girlfriend?” but if it doesn’t come up you
don’t presume. Here sex implies “we’re together now”.’ His
eyes widen in mock-consternation as he searches for a suitable
comparison. ‘I could be watching sports with my dad, and turn
to ask: “We’ve been watching the game for 20 years but I need to
know – where’s this going? I’m 40 and I can’t keep waiting.”’
Aﬀairs of the heart have a strange eﬀect on his stand-up.
‘When I’m well-sexed the jokes ﬂow. Perversely when I’m
not, my jokes tend to be angrier and less forgiving. Some of
my darker shows, I really was not dating.’ So does he try to
chat women up at his shows? Apparently not. ‘It’s humiliating
enough when a man’s trying to get laid.’
APRILHOTLINE
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BARGAIN HUNTER
Reginald D Hunter will be
on tour until July. Book
ahead for the best value
fares at virgintrains.com
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Hunter came to Britain in the late 90s when
his sister, then living here, piqued his interest
with her evocative descriptions: ‘“It always rains,
they have open-air fruit markets and really tiny
refrigerators” – for a boy in the ghetto I was, like,
“Wow!” I liked sci-ﬁ and it sounded like a whole
other planet.’ Although he was a serious theatre
actor, he switched to stand-up as a bet, scored a
hat-trick of Perrier Award nominations, and from
the occasional appearance on Have I Got News
For You, he is now all over our screens.
When Hotline meets him, Hunter is in the
loft bar of an exclusive London eatery painted
a serene white, with soft jazz playing in the

frowns at such self-assessment. ‘Comics spend a
lot of time on their own. No one else tells you to
shut up so self-reﬂection is OK, but too much is
a problem – drowning being an excess of water,’
he quips. ‘At various points you need somebody
to check you.’
As far as inﬂuences go, he avoids the usual
Richard Pryor/Bill Hicks cliché and without
hesitation plumps for 70s Britain’s favourite
adopted son, the suave Irish raconteur Dave
Allen, in wistful reverie. ‘He had such command
with telling a story; it was quite British, but if
you didn’t understand he made you think you
did. As a kid I thought: “I wanna do that!”’
Like Allen, Hunter enjoys a story that twists
background. The broad-shouldered, six foot-plus
and turns around before it gets to the punch line.
colossus has taken up the calm, monochrome
He’ll introduce a comedy riﬀ, then keep bringing
theme, sporting a sharp black suit and a beatiﬁc
it back in, till the story turns full circle. You’d
air. His voice is utterly distinctive, a laconic
think it would make him an out-and-out fan of
Southern drawl – very diﬀerent from the
the well-spun yarn, but he has surprisingly mixed
archetypal comic’s machine-gun delivery.
feelings about suspending the end of his routines
He’s a commanding stand-up, with a selflike this. ‘I like and despise that I do that. We
assured air that masks his vulnerability. His shows have a need for an ending or closure. As a moviecover sex, love, hate and death, and he makes
goer and a lover of stand-up I look for it too.’
considered and outspoken insights into gender
He takes the time his shows end pretty
politics and race. ‘I want people to enjoy these
seriously too. The ideal show, he says, should be
ideas, play with them – then take them to bed,’
‘an hour, 50 minutes, but I go past quite often’.
he jokes.
He takes into account ‘what time the bar closes. I
like for my audience to be
I don’t see myself as controversial. It’s the willingness mellow and able to get a
drink afterwards’. Indeed,
to express what I feel that makes me seem like that
hanging out and meeting
Nevertheless, his points don’t always go over
people after shows has proved handy. ‘I’ve done
as smoothly as his Georgia drawl. For example,
gigs where I didn’t have a place to stay and
his attempt to subvert the power of racist
announced it from the stage – then somebody
language by using the word ‘nigga’ has drawn
lets you crash on their couch. Usually it happens
controversy: the ad for his recent show, Pride
up north. I love gigging up north.’
and Prejudice… and Niggas, was banned from
And with that we’re back to the lovely ladies of
the London Underground. In Georgia, Hunter
Liverpool and Hunter’s favourite theme. Before he
and friends peppered their speech with the
heads to the stage to talk on the need for sexual
word freely, and the panic it instils in PC Brits
competition, among other topics, he leaves me
concerns him. ‘People de-emphasise themselves.
with an endearing thought. ‘When we’re young
Words are meant to serve humans, not the other
we’re held and enjoy physical contact, but it
way round, but whispering: “You can’t say that”
happens less when you’re older. I now think of
has that eﬀect and we need to sap that power.’
sex as just a heightened form of hugging.’
You could attribute his love of taboo to
Hugging? A little bit Barry White, a little bit
growing up in a conservative US state but he
Richard Pryor and a little bit Dave Allen – but is
shrugs oﬀ the suggestion. ‘The people I come
Reginald D Hunter also a little bit Claire Rayner?
2 May Stoke Victoria Hall 3 May Birmingham Town Hall
from, my friends – I’m not provocative to
8 May London Arts Depot 19 May Llandudno Venue Cymru
them. I don’t see myself as controversial. It’s the
23 May Manchester Lowry 11 Jun Lancaster Grand
willingness to express what I feel that makes me
23 Jun Milton Keynes Stables 6 Jul London Shepherd’s
seem like that.’
Bush Empire
Giving an honest performance, he says,
requires a 24-hour commitment to being you.
He explains: ‘I can’t be dishonest, then turn it
on for an hour onstage. I’ve had to be that way
in relationships, to make someone happy – but
then onstage my words come out like concrete
blocks.’ When asked what makes him unique, he
APRILHOTLINE
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